Mini OBVAN COACH
4Independent Audio Control Room
8Sound isolated from VCR
8Have independent Entry
8Position for 2 Operators
4Independent Video Control Room
8Sound isolated from ACR
8Have independent entry
8Position for 5 Operators
4Hidden underfloor generator – 20 kVA
420 kVA Shore Power Input
4Dual 10 kVA 3P to 1P Double Conversion UPS
4Industrial grade 18,000 BTU Air Conditioning
4124 RU Rack Space

MULTIPLE CHOICES

4COAH ONLY
4PREWIRED COACH

4Quad Hydraoulic Jacks
4Slide out steps for easy entry
43.5 meter side awning
4Back step for easy back entry
4Back canopy for weather proof access to racks
4Portable cable drums
4Aluminium modular roof structure
8Extruded Sigma Profile system
8No welding required
8Can add, modify support structure easily
8Lightweight yet very strong
8Immune to any form of corrosion
8Can house up to 1.9 meter diameter fully motorized antenna
8Additional return antenna space on top of air conditioner

4Designed and wired for 6 + 2 HD/4K Cameras
4Designed for 32 x 32 3G/12G Router, wired for 48 x 48
4Designed for HD/4K CG, wired for Dual CG
4Designed and wired for 8 Port Slow Motion Server
4Designed and wired for full set of Glue equipment for distribution,
conversion and Audio handling
4Designed and wired for surround, stereo and mono,
Dolby D & E capable Audio infrastructure
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Mini OBVAN - COACH
Designed from ground-up to be able to undertake both live and post production requirements. The MINI OBVAN has dedicated separate video and audio production rooms inside with sound insulation from each other.
This radical design allows end user to handle live and post production activities without compromise on audio
side just like an OBVAN based on a truck. The design improvements continue with integrated three phase 20
KVA alternator to the vehicle engine saving lots of space and reducing weight while delivering more power.
Our unique design allows a total of 7 operator positions inside the vehicle. Thus you can have dedicated
positions for Director, Video Mixer, REC/Playback, CG and Engineer in the video production room and Audio
Mixer and Sound Assistant in the audio production room.
The space dedicated to Engineering allows 6 main cameras with the option to go up to 8 cameras. Thanks
to our radical design and careful selection of generator and air conditioner we are able to fit TX antenna from
120 cm up to 150 cm diameter as well as a smaller air return antenna. Together with its existing production
capabilities this vehicle allows you to send only two vehicles to a broadcast site; your MiniOB and your staff
carrier. Our ALL-IN-ONE solution provides ground breaking cost performance ratio. Now you can spend more
freely to what to put inside and still stay within your budget.

SRTEK’s journey as a company started in 2009 as equipment
supplier to professional audio and video industry where as the
people inside started broadcast field back in the 1990s. Over
the years supply turned into solutions and eventually solutions
turned into manufacturing our own designs at our own factory.
Today we do all our design and manufacturing in house having
control over the whole manufacturing process.
Over time we have experienced so many issues and
problems together with our customers. Part of being a Systems Integrator is to understand our customer and finding solutions to those issues so that both our customer and we can
move forward.
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